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INTRODUCTION 

A word w is called an nth-order Fibonacci word derived from two distinct letters a and b if 
there exists a finite sequence wl,w2,...,wn of words with wx = a, w2=b, wn-w and each wk 

equals Wk-^k-2 ovwk-iwk-u 3 < & < w. The basic structure of Fibonacci words has been studied 
in [2]. In this paper we discuss various methods of generating Fibonacci words. 

Throughout this paper, let Qn denote the set of all nxh -order Fibonacci words derived from 
distinct letters a and b. Some of these methods generate all the Fibonacci words in Qn from any 
given u in Qn without repetitions and some of them generate Qn from Qn_x. 

1. BINARY TREES 

Let X - {a, b) be an alphabet of two letters and let X* be the free monoid generated by X. 
Elements of X* are called words. For any word w = axa2 -~an G I * , define f(w) [resp. g(w)] 
to be the word in X* obtained by replacing each a in w by b and each b in w by ba (resp., by ab). 
Also define T(w) = a2 • • • anax and R(w) = an • • a2aY. A word w is called a symmetric word or a 
palindrome if R(w) = w. 

Associated with each finite binary sequence rur2, ...,rn_2 there are four words in X*, 

defined as follows: 

y^r\r2"'rn-l yy(rlr2'"rn-l) yy\ftr2'''rn-l\ ^{r\r2' ^n-l) 

wx =a, w2= b, 

w nri-r„-2 

(nr2--rn-2) _ J w 

wlnr2- r„-2] . 

and 
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w{^2-rn-2} . 

f{^n-i"rn^}\ i f either rn_2 = 0 and n is odd 
or rn_2 = 1 and n Is even, 

gtyn-iv"r"-3}) if either rn_2 - 1 and n is odd 
or rn_2 = 0 and n is even, 

n > 3. The superscript does not appear if the subscript is less than or equal to 2. For simplicity, 
we denote w°n°-° (resp. uf°-°>, w^°-°\ w^-^by w°n (resp. w<°>, w^\ w f ). 

The word w%r2'"rn~2 [or, more precisely, w%r2'"rn-2(a, fi)] is an n^-order Fibonacci word 
derived from the pair of initial letters (a, h). More generally, we can define nth -order Fibonacci 
words derived from a pair of initial words (x, y) (see [2]). 

Now we have four binary trees whose nodes are words. We shall prove in Theorem 1 that 
each level of these trees consists of the nth -order Fibonacci words with repetitions. More pre-
cisely, the words in each level of each tree is just a permutation of the words of the same level of 
any other tree, with the number of repetitions of each word unchanged. The relations between the 
Fibonacci words wrf2'"r"-2, w{^rr"rn-2\ w j ^ 2 " " ^ , and w^rr"r"-2) tell us how a particular Fibo-
nacci word can be generated in different ways. 

Theorem 1: Let « > 3 , ^r2,'",rn_2 be abinary sequence and let si - l-rz-, \<i<n-2. Then 

(a) i ? (wp- r - 2 ) = w ^ - 5 - 2 . 

Similar results hold for w^2'''r"-2}, w{^2'''r"~2], and w{^2"''r-2}. 

(h) MMr2---r"-2]=Wr^-^. 

(rir2..^2)_k---^-2 (noMl 
(c) < 

(d) WlW~rn-2}= W0-n-2-r2n) 

(n even). 

yrn-2sn-3rn-4"mS2r\ 
n 

l)sn~2rn-ys1rx 

{n odd), 
(n even), 

| ^ - ^ - J {n odd), 

Proof: First, note that part 1 of (a) has been proved in [2]. Part 3 (resp. part 2) of (a) 
follows from (b) [resp. (c)] and part 1 of (a). 

Assertions (b), (c), and (d) are proved by induction. 

We illustrate the theorem with the following examples. 

Example'1: {w®} and {wl
n} are well-known sequences of Fibonacci words (see [4]). Recently 

they are used by Hendel and Monteferrante [6] and by Chuan [5] to solve an extraction problem 
of the golden sequence posed by Hofstadter [7]. 
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By Theorem 1, 
[0] o K 1 0 ' 1 0 ) (»odd), 

Wr,=Wr,=i (n>3). 
in even), 

The first equality means that the sequence given by wx - a, w2 = b, and wn = wn_1wn_2 (n > 3) is 
precisely the sequence {wn} where wx -a, w2 =h, and wn is obtained from wn_l ;by replacing 
each a in wrJ_l by 6 and each b in w„_x by &a. The second equality means that, if q1=aP q2=h, 
and 

K-2^(^ - i ) (^even), 

then ww = qn ifn is odd and wn = R(qn) ifn is even. A similar result holds for wl
n. 

Example 2: By Theorem 1, * 

roioi...] wn (n odd), 

wr°=R(wr~m) ("even), 

= w(oo...o) = ^„- , - i ( wo ) = r ( w i ) 

See [2] for the last two equalities. Again, the sequence {w^} can be generated by three different 
methods. This is also observed by Anderson [1]. 

Example 3: Let vx = a, v2 = b, and vn - v„_2i?(vw_1) (n > 3). Then vw = i?(w„) where wn is as 
in Example 2. This is because 

v„=^iLi)=^ro))=^K). 
Example 4: Let Wj = a, w2 = A, and wn = w„_i^(^„_2) (w ^ 3). Then 

(aj w„ = wr/2'"rn-2 where 
_J l , if i = 0 (mod 3), 

[0, otherwise. 

(b) wn is symmetric <=>w^ 0 (mod3); hence, {wn} contains all the symmetric Fibonacci 
words (see [3]). 

fi?(w„_1)ww_2, if n = 0 (mod 3), 
(d) wn = • 

\w„-2^(wn-i )> otherwise. 

„ , , x f 0, if / = 1 (mod 3), 
(e) W|I=W<''*~'~*> where /,=<! ' .' 

II, otherwise. 
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2. LOCATING THE LETTERS 

For n > 2, let 
fiVi (n even), 

and 

10101... 

l/n-2 

[Fn-l 

TJ\qn) = 

(n odd); 

(n even), 
(w odd). 

cxc2>-cF where c, e{a, 6}. Then Theorem 2: Let « > 2, qn = wn 

ck =ao k = (r + j)t (modFn) for some 1 <r <Fn_2 (1) 
o fc = (r-j)s (modF„) for some Fn_x < r < Fn - 1 
<̂> k = 1 + (r - 7)5 (mod i^) for some 0 < r < Fn_2 -1 
ok = \ + (r + j)t (modF„) for s o m e J ^ + l ^ r <Fn. 

ck =bok = (r + j)t (modFn) for someFn.2 + 1 <r <Fn 

o i = (r- j)s (modF„) for some 0<r <Fn_x-1 
<=> k = l + (r-j)s (modi^) for some Fn_2 < r < Fn -1 
o A: = l + (r + j*)r (modF„) for some 1 < r < Fn_x. 

Proof: The case where j = 0 in (1) has been proved in [2] and the other results follow easily 
from (1). 

Given rl,r2,...,rn_2, to generate the Fibonacci word w = wr/r"r"-2
v we first compute k = 

YIiZ\ Fi+\ri + 1 ancU satisfying 
f«V! (modFJ (wodd), 
[*F„_! - 1 (mod F„) (/? even), 

and 1 < j < Fn. Then w = TJS(qn) (see [2]); thus, any one of the first four conditions in Theorem 
2 gives precisely the positions of the letter "a" in w. Hence, w can be constructed easily. 

Besides using congruences, other methods of locating the letters are discussed in [4]; for 
example, using Zeckendorf representations and the golden ratio. 

3, SHIFT OPERATION 

It has been shown in [2] that Qn consists of Fn distinct elements and, for any w sQn9 

w, T(w), ..., TF"~l(w) is a list of all these elements. In this way, every 12th-order Fibonacci word 
is a generator of Qn. 

4. ADJACENT TRANSPOSITION AND MINIMUM SUM 

Let qn, n = 3,4,...,s,t be as in section 2. For w = c1c2---cWJ where c- equals a or h, we 
designate by S(w) the sum of the indices j for which c. = a and, for 1 < k < m, we put 
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where dk = ck+l, dk+l = ck, with subscripts modulo m, and dj = c., otherwise. 

Theorem3: For \<j<Fn, letkj = jt (modF„) and 1 <kj <Fn. Then 

hkj(l<J-l)s{qn)) = rs{qn),\<j<Fn. 

Proof: By Theorem 2, the positions of the letter V in T^'^'fa), /^.(7/°-1)j (#„)), T^'fa.) 
are, respectively, 

jt,(j + l)t,...,U + Fn-2-ty> (2) 
7̂  + 1, 0 + lX...,0 + F„_2-lK (3) 

O + iK...,c/+iv2 - iK U+Fn_2)t, (4) 

modulo / ? . Since (j + F„_2)t = jt + l (modF„), it follows that hkj(l<J-1)s(qn)) = TJS(qn). 

Corollary 1: Let w(0) =#„, u{J) =hk,(uu~X)), \<j<Fn-\. Then the sequence u(0\um, ..., 
u(Fn-1) is precisely the sequence #„, Ts(qn),..., T^-^*{qn) and consists of all w^-order Fibo-
nacci words. 

More generally, given a word w e Qn, let 0 < j < Fn - 1 be such that 

j^S(w)-S(q„)^S(w)-F„_2(Fn_2+l)t/2 (modFJ. 

[The last congruence follows from (4).] Then w = TJS(qn), so the sequence 

i,(0) (5) : w , v(r) = hk (v{r-l)), \<r<F„-l 

(with subscript j+r modulo Fn) coincides with the sequence 

Ps(q„),TW(q„),...,7<J+F»-»s(qn) 

and consists of all the nth -order Fibonacci words. The importance of this method is that, in the 
sequence (5), any two successive Fibonacci words differ only by a pair of consecutive letters (the 
first and the last letter in a word are considered as consecutive letters). This gives a simple way of 
generating all the rft -order Fibonacci words from any given n^ -order Fibonacci word. 

For example, with n - 6 and w = bababbab, we have 7 = 3, and the sequence v(r) in (5) is 
given as follows: 

r 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

j+r (modi^) 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
1 
2 

Kj+r 

4 
7 
2 
5 
8 
3 
6 

v<r> 

bab&bbab 
babbab&b 
babbabba 
bbab&hba 
bbabbabst 
ah&bbabh 
ahbab&bb 
abbabbab \ 
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When the "ab" in bold face in each word in the last column is replaced by "ia," the next word is 
obtained. Note also that, in view of Corollary 1, the same list of Fibonacci words can be obtained 
by shifting the letters in the Fibonacci word five places to the left in each step. 

Corollary2: S(P\q„))-S(T<^'(qn)) = l,l<j<F„-l. 

Proof: If 1 < j < Fn - 1 , then k} # F„; thus, 

S(Ps(q„)) = S(hkj (TV-V'ten))) = Si^-^qj) +1 

according to (2) and (3). 

We have seen in [3] that 7(Fw~1)5(qn) = R(qn). Therefore, we obtain the following corollary. 

Corollary 3: S(qn) = min{S(w):w GQJ; S(R(qn)) = max{£(w):w €=£,}. 

Finally, it is easy to see that S(qn) and S(w%) satisfy, respectively, the following recursive 
relations: 

W" l % J + % . 2 ) + W » . 2 , if n is odd, 

S(qn-i) + S(qn_2) + Fn_3Fn_2 - 1 , if n is even, 
S(qn-i) + S(qn_2) + Fn_3Fn_2y ifnis odd, 

S(w°n) = S(wlx) + S(wl2) + Fn_4Fn_ly 

n>5,mdS(q3) = S(q4) = l, 8(w°3) = S(w°4) = 2. Also, we have S(qn) ^ Fn_2(Fn_2 + l)f/2 (mod 
F„) according to (4). 

5. FIBONACCI WORD PATTERNS 

The Fibonacci word patterns F°(a, b) and Fl(a, b) are defined by 
r 0 / n 0 0 0 

F {a,b)~wlw2w3w4...wn..., 

Fl (a, ft) = w^w^w] ... w*..., 
where wx =a,w2 = b. Fl(a,b) has been studied by Turner ([8], [9]), and Fl(b,ab) is a golden 
sequence. 

The following embedding theorem has been proved in [4]. The notation u[p: q] means the 
subword apap+l...aq of the infinite word u = a1a2a3... where each an9 n > 1, is a letter. 

Theorem 4 (Embedding Theorem): 

(a) Let all the Fibonacci words be listed in the following order: 

w,,wiy,J{w°),...,wlT{w«n),...,TF»-\wl),.... 

Then the 7th Fibonacci word in the above list is T(wQ
n) where n is the largest positive integer 

such that Fn+l < j and i-j~Fn+V This Fibonacci word is precisely F°(a, b)[j;j + Fn-l]. 
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(b) Let all the Fibonacci words be listed in the following order: 

*i,*2> T{w\\ T\w\\..., T(wll T2(wl),..., J ^ ) , . . . . 
Then the 7th Fibonacci word in the above list is 7*(w*) where ?? is the largest positive integer 
such that Fn+l < j and i=j- Fn+l +1. This Fibonacci word is precisely Fl(a, b)[j-Fn + l:j]. 

In other words, all the Fibonacci words are embedded in the Fibonacci word patterns 
F°(a, b) and Fl(a, b) in the above sense. 

6. GENERATION WITHOUT REPETITIONS 

Besides those methods described in Sections 3-5, we shall develop two additional methods of 
generating all the 72th -order Fibonacci words without repetitions. 

Let R be the set of all words in X* \{1} that contain no consecutive letters "a." As before, 
the first and the last letter in a word are considered as consecutive letters. Clearly, each Qn is a 
subset of R. For w eR, let h(w) be the word obtained from w by wrapping w around then replac-
ing each ba in w by ab and then unwrapping it. For example, 

h(b&bhabh) = abbabhb, 
A(aAbaib) = bbabba. 

Only the letters in bold face have to be replaced. 

Lemma 1: h(w) = T(w) for all w GR . 

Proof: Let w eR. Write 

From the definition of/?, we have 

ci 

w 
h(w) 

= -
X 
a, 

h 

= ala2--a„ 
~ClC2'"Cn-

ifa,a/+1=££, 
if *,.*,.+! =Aa 
if afai+1 = ab 

\<i <n, with subscripts modulo n. Hence, c7 = ai+l, \<i<n, with subscripts modulo n. There-
fore, h(w) = T(w). 

Theorem 5: Let w e Qn. Then the sequence 

*«0 = w , *a> = A(i|C/-i)), 7 = 1,2,..., Fw - 1 , 

is precisely the sequence wy T(w),..., TF"~l(w) and consists of all the /2th -order Fibonacci words. 

Next we turn to a result that is related to the operations/and g defined in Section 1. 

Lemma 2: Let w e X* \ {1}. Then 

(a) bg(w) = f(w)b. 
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/** /YTY v* \ S ^ > ifw b e § i n s w i t h a n " a >" 
(ft; / ( i ( w ) ) = < 

[J(g-(w))3 if w begins with af! ft." 
<y T ( / ( W ) ) ^ ( W ) . 

/***>/; 
fa) We prove the result by induction on the length m of w. Clearly, the result holds for 

m = l. Now assume that the result is true for some m > 1. Let w e X* \ {1} have length 
wf. Then 

^(ow) = bbg(w) = bf(w)b = f(aw)b, 
bg(bw) = babgiw) = baf(w)b = f(bw)b, 

by the induction hypothesis. 

(&) B»y part (a), we have, for any M G I * , 

f(T(auj) = /(i/a) = /(i/)A = ig(w) = g(aw), 
/ ( r ( te» = /(*&) = /(n)te = ftg(M)a = r(a*g(«)) - r(g(ftn)). 

Therefore, (b) holds. 
(c) Clearly, this holds for w having length 1. Assume that w has length > 1. Then 

T(f(aw)) = T(bf(w)) = f(w)b = bg(w) = g(aw), 
T(f(bw)) = T(bqf(w)) = af(w)b = abg(w) = g(bw), 

by part (a). Therefore, (c) follows. 

With this lemma, we now have a method of generating Qn+l9 without repetition, from Qn by 
means of/ and g. 

Let n > 3. List the images of the sequence wn, T(w°n),..., TF»-\w°n) under/andgin the fol-
lowing order: 

/to0), sto°), -, f(r'to0)), sirto)),..., /(r^to)), ̂ r"--1 to)) 
Then take away g(Tl(w°n)) from the list if T{wQ

n) begins with an "a" because, in this case, 
g(T (w°)) = f(T1+l(w®)) according to Lemma 2(b). Since there are Fn_2 w^-order Fibonacci 
words beginning with an "a" (see [2]), it follows that there are Fn+1 words left in the list. Now, 
according to Lemma 2, we see that the resulting sequence coincides with the sequence 
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